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Creating covid confidence in care homes 

For staff, residents, and families who are 
desperate to visit their loved ones 

Many care homes have strong protocols focused on  
social distancing, wearing masks and regular  
deep cleaning. 

This is not enough - one slip releases the virus into the care 
home, and destroys confidence.

A Covid Confident care home will:

• Ensure no “human to human”, or “human to surface to  
human transmission” through touch. 

• Ensure no “human to human” transmission through  
airborne transmission. 

• Prevent entry of any infectious staff or public into the 
care home. 

• Ensure any member of staff developing symptoms is  
isolated and sent home. 

• Ensure a rapid response to isolating and disinfecting any 
area that has been occupied by an infected person.



Understanding Infection gaps

A common covid response is deep  
cleaning; and an increase in cleaning  
frequency and thoroughness.

Even with deep cleaning surfaces are open 
to infection between cleans- this is an  
“Infection gap”
 
The same infection gap applies to hands. After applying the 
hand sanitisers the benefits of the gel can disappear  
between entering the building and reaching  the bedroom of 
a loved one. 
 
PPE improperly used (especially  if in short supply) is a 
source of transmission as well as protection. 
 
We identify and adopt best practices and technologies that 
closes these infection gaps.
 



A day in the life of a care home visitor



Setting out and driving to the care home

Mrs Smith’s daughter lives a long way from 
the care home.

She leaves home early to get the the care home in time.

She uses the family car to drive to the care home to avoid 
public transport.

Arriving at the care home a call is made to reception to 
check in.

At the appointed time temperature is taken prior to visitaion.
.
 



Meeting in the ‘pod’

Mrs Smith’s daughter uses the 
pod which provides separation.

The pod is cleaned between visitors.

Thorough cleaning takes some time and  
reduces the number of potential visits.

We have moved on from looking through 
windows to meeting in pods.

 



Sharing a Christmas carol

Staff decorate 
the common 
room for  
Christmas.

The common area has 
been deep cleaned 
until now.

There is concern that 
the decorations will 
reduce the ability to 
clean the area and /or 
prolong the  
time taken.

 



Visiting a relative’s room

The care home is 
now in a Tier One 
area.

The home is allowing Mrs 
Smith’s family to meet in her 
room.

Whilst in Mrs Smith’s room 
they exchange presents, 
have a cup of tea and use 
the toilet.

To see family members  
unable to travel they all use 
an iPad to videoconference.

 



High risks for transmission

There are inevitably shared 
facilities in a care home setting from cars 
to iPads to cups

Toilets flushed without seats down are a major source of 
transmission. The transmission could be to every surface 
in the room.

PPE as soon as it touches two surfaces, turns from a 
means of protection to a means of transmission*.

Screens of phones and notepads used multiple times, 
handled by more than one member of staff of resident.

* In the hospital environment staff have to clean phone 
screens every time they move between areas

 



The Solution - Protection for every level of risk in  
care homes

CO ID

             
             Level 0

             
             Level 1

             
             Level 2

             
             Level 3

LONG-LASTING ANTI PATHOGEN SURFACE CLEANING AND LONG-LASTING ANTI PATHOGEN HAND 
SANITISER PLUS ATMOSPHERIC DESTRUCTION OF THE VIRUS

WIDESPREAD USE OF 
PPE

STANDARD PPE  
PROTOCOL

ENHANCED USE OF PPE (FACE SHIELDS) 

TESTING OF STAFF TARGETED TESTING OF 
VISITORS

TESTING OF VISITORS 
TWICE IN 72 HOURS

SCREENING OF VISITORS BASED ON THEIR 
HOME POSTCODE

TEMPERATURE AND  
OXYGEN LEVEL CHECKS 

AT ENTRY POINTS

TEMPERATURE CHECKS 
THROUGHOUT THE 

BUILDING



Continuously protecting surfaces by killing the virus  
between cleans

Proven nano technology coatings for 
hands, screens and room surfaces  which 
replace ineffective cleaning products and 
hand gels.

These continue to protect between cleans.

A nebuliser  can coat every surface in a room in  
10 minutes.

 



Continuously protecting the air your residents and staff 
breathe with world class technology
When negative ions enter the room they 
attach to the positive ions and  
deactivate them.

The air  is cleaned and kills all pathogens in  
the atmosphere. 

The charged air destroys the virus as it is breathed out. 

There must be air movement via ducted air conditioning  
or fans.

 



Destroy contaminated waste on site

Waste from the care home may be  
infectious, and you may need to store it  
for 72 hours currently.

Our technology converts waste  to  flock on site, saving 
you money on the  volume and weight  of the waste.

 



The business case - you can save money and time, and 
create a safer environment in the process

Cleaning and hand sanitising

You already spend time and money on these.

Simply replace what you use.

Less cleaning and hand washing is required.

Protection will increase.

Costs will go down.

Temperature Oxygen Level Checking and 
air purification

These are added value services.

They will be an additional cost for the care home.

They add significant extra protection.

 



Our Approach

We are a one-stop shop 

We address all the elements that adapt your environment  
to Covid. 

Our international network brings together each of the  
essential elements. 

We are technology agnostic 

We identify and share best practice from around the globe in 
order to create greater safety and greater confidence. 

We monitor, validate and access the latest solutions as  
they arise. 

We are sustainable
 
We consider the environmental impact of our technologies,  
looking for sustainability in what we use and how we use it.
 
We drive down the cost of Covid response 

We believe our approach should be universal, so we aim to 
make the cost of adaptation affordable to everyone, everyday
Our approach saves significant time and money whilst  
increasing safety.

CO ID

PPE

Uniforms  
and Kit

Hand 
Sanitising

Cleaning

Temperature 
Checks

Air  
Purification

Track and 
Trace

Risk 
Assessment

“Creating Confidence to go about  
our daily lives”
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